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1.0 Introduction 

 

Planning permission is sought to construct a dwelling on land at 4 Grace 

Street, Maryborough.  

The site is within a Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) pursuant to the provisions of the 

Central Goldfields Planning Scheme. The land is also covered by Schedule 

206 of the Heritage Overlay (HO206).   

The proposed development requires the following approvals pursuant to the 

Central Goldfields Planning Scheme: 

▪ Construct a dwelling on a lot of less than 300 square metres pursuant 

to Clause 32.04-5 of the Mixed Use Zone. 

▪ Construct a building or construct or carry out works pursuant to 

Clause 43.01-1 of the Heritage Overlay. 

This report provides an assessment of the proposal against the relevant 

provisions of the Central Goldfields Planning Scheme and should be read in 

conjunction with: 

• Architectural Plans prepared by Jontian Group. 

  



 

2.0 Site and Zone Context 

2.1 Subject Site 

The subject site is located on the western side of Grace Street, within a 

predominantly residential area of Maryborough.  

  

Cadastral map of the subject site 

The land is described as Lot 4 on Plan of Subdivision 701957X. No restrictive 

covenants are registered on Title however a 2.0 metre wide drainage 

easement extends parallel to the rear boundary. A Section 173 agreement 

(PS701957X) is registered on the title which relates to the Owners Corporation 

that resulted from the subdivision. 

The site comprises a rectangular shaped parcel of land with frontage to Grace 

Street of 20.00 metres and a depth of 14.37 metres along the southern 

boundary.  The overall area is 294.00 square metres. 

The land is currently vacant of development.  The site is essentially flat and 

contains does not contain vegetation of any significance. 

2.2 Surrounds 

The subject site is located to the north-east of the town centre, to the north of 

Maryborough Tuaggra Street.  

subject site 



 

  

Location Map (Source: Melways) 

Grace Street comprises a residential street that connects with Gidding Street 

to the north and Burns Street to the west.  Nature strips and kerbside parking 

is provided along both sides of the road reserve.   

The land that surrounds the site forms part of a recently subdivided section of 

Maryborough alongside the railway line.  The surrounding area to the west of 

the site forms part of the Heritage Overlay (Schedule HO206) which covers 

the Maryborough area as shown below: 

 

Excerpt from Overlay Map (Source: VicPlan) 

In relation to the site’s immediate context, the adjoining lot to the north and 

south, at 2 and 6 Grace Street respectively has not yet been developed.   

Land to the west, at 104 Burns Street, has been developed with single storey 

subject site 



 

weatherboard dwelling with a hipped roof form. The dwelling is setback from 

Burns Street and side boundaries with a crossover and accessway provided 

alongside the southern boundary.  A secluded private open space is featured 

to the rear where a detached garage and outbuilding abuts the common 

boundary with the subject site. 

To the east of the site the land at 5-7 Grace Street, has been recently 

developed with single storey dwellings of rendered brick construction. The 

dwellings feature hipped roof forms and are setback from the street 

approximately 3.0 metres. Secluded private open spaces are provided to the 

north-eastern corner of each dwelling. 

 

Aerial Photograph showing subject site (source MapShareVic) 

 

  



 

3.0 Proposal 

 

Planning permission is sought to construct a dwelling on land at 4 Grace 

Street, Maryborough. 

The application proposes a contemporary single storey dwelling that will be 

orientated to Grace Street, featuring a minimum front setback of 3.0 metres.  

The floor plan will comprise a porch/entry that is orientated to Grace Street, 

with three bedrooms (main with ensuite bathroom), a central bathroom and 

WC, a laundry, double garage together with a kitchen/dining/living area that 

opens out to a secluded private open space area to the rear of the dwelling. 

 

Excerpt of proposed Floor Plan 

The proposed works will adopt a contemporary architectural styling clearly 

distinguishable from the any heritage dwellings within the precinct with 

finishes face brickwork with rendered elements and colourbond roofing in a 

hipped roofline. 

 



 

 

Excerpt of proposed Eastern Elevation 

A crossover is proposed to the northern side of the frontage providing access 

to a double garage that abuts the northern boundary for a length of 6.0 metres. 

The application also proposes a 1.8 metre high timber paling fence around the 

perimeter.   

Site coverage of 53.20 percent is proposed. 

  



 

 

4.0 Relevant Planning Provisions 

 

Clauses of the Central Goldfields Planning Scheme of relevance to the 

application are identified below: 

4.1 Planning Policy Framework 

▪ Clause 11 Settlement 

▪ 11.01 Victoria 

▪ 11.01-1S Settlement 

▪ 11.01-1R Settlement – Loddon Mallee South 

▪ 11.03-1S Activity Centres 

▪ Clause 15 Built Environment and Heritage 

▪ 15.01-1S Urban design 

▪ 15.01-2S Building design 

▪ 15.01-4S Healthy neighbourhoods 

▪ 15.01-5L Neighbourhood character 

▪ 15.02-1L  Environmentally sustainable development 

▪ 15.03-1S Heritage Conservation 

▪ Clause 16 Housing 

▪ 16.01 Residential Development 

▪ 16.01-1S Housing Supply 

▪ 16.01-4S  Housing affordability 

▪ Clause 18 Transport 

▪ 18.01-1S Land use and transport planning 

▪ 18.02-1R Sustainable personal transport - Metropolitan 

Melbourne 

4.2 Local Planning Policy Framework 

▪ 02.01  Central Goldfields – Context 

▪ 02.02 Vision 



 

▪ 02.03-5 Built Environment and Heritage 

▪ 02.04 Central Goldfields Strategic Framework Plans 

▪ 11.01-1L Settlement – Central Goldfields 

4.3 Zoning 

▪ Clause 32.04 Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) 

4.4 Overlays 

▪ Clause 43.01 Heritage Overlay (Schedule 206) 

4.5 Particular and General Provisions  

▪ Clause 65 Decision guidelines.   

 

  



 

5.0 Planning Assessment 

5.1 Preamble 

An assessment of the proposed development requires consideration of the 

following matters: 

▪ The level of strategic support within the Planning Policy Framework; 

▪ The appropriateness of the proposed development having regard for 

the surrounding context and the relevant built form policies contained 

in the Planning Scheme;  

▪ Amenity considerations for the future occupiers and surrounding 

residents as addressed by Clause 54 of the Planning Scheme; and 

▪ The proposal’s response to the Heritage Overlay and Policy.  

A consideration of these matters is provided below.  

5.2 Strategic Considerations 

The relevant policy directions outlined in the Central Goldfields Planning 

Scheme encourages the development of well-designed buildings which make 

effective use of the existing infrastructure and provide additional housing 

opportunities.   

Clause 11.0 (Settlement) and Clause 16 (Housing) of the Central Goldfields 

Planning Scheme seek to facilitate sustainable development that takes full 

advantage of existing settlement patterns by consolidating established urban 

areas. The policies identify the need for a diversity of housing types to locate 

in areas where good access to services is available in accordance with the 

following objectives: 

Clause 11.01-1R  Settlement – Loddon Mallee South 

Manage and support growth in Castlemaine, Gisborne, Kyneton and 

Maryborough as employment and service hubs that reinforce the 

network of communities in the region. 

Clause 16.01-1S Housing supply 

Objective: To facilitate well-located, integrated and diverse housing that 

meets community needs. 



 

Strategies: 

▪ Encourage higher density housing development on sites that are 

well located in relation to jobs, services and public transport.  

▪ Identify opportunities for increased residential densities to help 

consolidate urban areas.  

▪ Facilitate diverse housing that offers choice and meets changing 

household needs by widening housing diversity through a mix of 

housing types.  

▪ Plan for growth areas to provide for a mix of housing types 

through a variety of lot sizes, including higher housing densities 

in and around activity centres. 

Council’s Local Planning Policy Framework also identifies that: 

Clause 02.01 - Context 

Maryborough is the Shire’s largest centre with a population of 8,003 

people (Victoria in Future, State Government of Victoria, 2019) and is 

situated 164 kilometres from Melbourne and approximately 60 kilometres 

from Ballarat and Bendigo. The town provides a significant sub-regional 

hub of retail, industry and services for central Victoria. 

The Shire has a competitive housing advantage with a choice of housing 

options and affordable real estate including significant heritage 

dwellings. 

Furthermore, Clause 11.01-1L Settlement – Central Goldfields of the Planning 

Scheme seeks to: 

Provide medium density residential opportunities close to Maryborough 

Central Business Area. 



 

 

Excerpt From Maryborough Structure Plan at Clause 02.04 

It is submitted that the proposed development addresses these policy 

objectives by providing a new dwelling that relates well to the site and its 

surrounds. This is achieved whilst also providing development with good 

onsite amenity residents within an established residential area that is within 

close proximity to a wide range of community and commercial facilities.  

The subject site is within a Mixed Use Zone, which amongst other objectives, 

seeks: 

• To provide for a range of residential, commercial, industrial and other 

uses which complement the mixed-use function of the locality.  

• To provide for housing at higher densities.  

• To encourage development that responds to the existing or preferred 

neighbourhood character of the area.  

The provisions of this zone which infer development rights of a higher density 

subject site 



 

are considered to have been satisfied by the current proposal by virtue of 

providing for a dwelling on a smaller lot that features a sympathetic design, 

responsive to its surrounding context and which avoids adverse offsite 

amenity impacts as detailed further below with respect to Neighbourhood 

Character and an assessment against the provision of Clause 54. 

Having regard to the relevant provisions outlined above, it is submitted that 

the proposed development is consistent with policy objectives of the Central 

Goldfields Planning Scheme, including those contained within Heritage 

Overlay controls and the Planning Policy Frameworks.  

5.3 Neighbourhood Character and Urban Design 

Neighbourhood character considerations required to be addressed by the 

application are detailed at the Decision Guidelines of the Mixed Use Zone and 

ResCode Standard A1 (Neighbourhood Character);  

In considering these matters it is submitted that the subject site is located 

within an evolving area within the Central Goldfields CBD area and the 

proposed built form will positively contribute to the evolving character of the 

immediate vicinity.  The proposed dwelling is single storey which will ensure 

it sits comfortably with the surrounding established single storey built form.  

The proposed dwelling will include a front entrance porch orientated to the 

streetscape and crossovers have been minimised. In this way it is submitted 

that the proposed development has responded to the residential context within 

which it is proposed. 

The primary building materials of face brick elements are appropriate and 

used elsewhere within the site's residential context and will create a level of 

visual interest when viewed from the street network.  

The materiality of the development, roofing profiles, fencing and garden 

treatments will moderate the development and provide an individual sense of 

address to Grace Street.  

With the exception the garage boundary wall, the built form is setback from all 

site boundaries, with potential for landscaping within side setback areas and 

alongside the accessway, ensuring a buffer between the new built form and 

the existing dwellings that surround the site.   

As such it is submitted that the proposal provides for an acceptable response 

to neighbourhood character requirements of the Central Goldfields Planning 



 

Scheme. 

5.4 Heritage  

The land at the subject site is located within Heritage Overlay (Schedule 206) 

pursuant to the provisions of the Central Goldfields Planning Scheme.  The 

purpose of the Heritage Overlay at Clause 43.01 is: 

• To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning 

Policy Framework.  

• To conserve and enhance heritage places of natural or cultural 

significance.  

• To conserve and enhance those elements which contribute to the 

significance of heritage places.  

• To ensure that development does not adversely affect the significance 

of heritage places.  

• To conserve specified heritage places by allowing a use that would 

otherwise be prohibited if this will demonstrably assist with the 

conservation of the significance of the heritage place. 

Furthermore, the Decision Guidelines at Clause 43.01-8 state that the 

responsible authority must consider (inter alia): 

• The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.  

• The significance of the heritage place and whether the proposal will 

adversely affect the natural or cultural significance of the place.  

• Any applicable statement of significance (whether or not specified in 

the schedule to this overlay), heritage study and any applicable 

conservation policy.  

• Any applicable heritage design guideline specified in the schedule to 

this overlay.  

• Whether the location, bulk, form or appearance of the proposed 

building will adversely affect the significance of the heritage place. 

• Whether the location, bulk, form and appearance of the proposed 

building is in keeping with the character and appearance of adjacent 

buildings and the heritage place.  

• Whether the proposed works will adversely affect the significance, 

character or appearance of the heritage place.  



 

The State Planning Policy provides guidance with respect to seeks to: 

Clause 15.03-1S Heritage Conservation 

Objective: To ensure the conservation of places of heritage significance. 

Strategies of relevance: 

• Encourage appropriate development that respects places with 

identified heritage values. 

• Retain those elements that contribute to the importance of the 

heritage place. 

• Encourage the conservation and restoration of contributory 

elements of a heritage place. 

• Ensure an appropriate setting and context for heritage places is 

maintained or enhanced 

The Local Planning Policy provides policy direction at Clause 02.03-5 (Built 

Environment and Heritage) features the policy guidance of relevance to the 

application: 

Heritage and townscape character are strong built form elements of 

towns in the shire.  

The Shire's goldfields heritage includes historic centres of Maryborough, 

Dunolly and Talbot. Maryborough’s nineteenth century civic precinct, 

Princes Park and the magnificent late victorian railway station are 

outstanding examples of Maryborough’s built heritage. The main streets 

of Dunolly and Talbot are among the most intact heritage streetscapes 

in the Goldfields region.  

Conservation, protection and maintenance of this heritage are of 

community, economic and cultural significance to the shire. 

Significant aboriginal heritage sites are located in the shire (middens, 

scarred trees aboriginal rock wells and ceremonial sites).  

Deep lead mines located in proximity to former settlements are a 

significant part of the larger cultural landscape.  

Many of the shire’s industrial areas are situated at visually exposed 



 

locations. Improving the visual amenity of industrial areas is a major 

issue for Maryborough and other major towns. 

Council seeks to protect heritage assets and promote built form 

improvements by:  

• Protecting sites, places, buildings and features of heritage 

significance.  

• Preserving and enhancing the visual amenity and character of 

Maryborough and the shire’s townships.  

• Enhancing the visual qualities and character of the major road 

entrances to Maryborough and townships in the shire.  

• Maintaining and enhancing the character and qualities of the 

Maryborough Central Business Area by retaining its compact 

urban form, pedestrian scale and heritage character.  

• Encouraging industrial development to provide a high standard 

of visual amenity through landscaping and attractive entry 

treatments. 

In accordance with these polices and the decision guidelines of the Heritage 

Overlay, the building and works proposed by this application will address the 

heritage significance of the site and surrounds through the following response: 

• The application provides for contemporary development that is “of its 

time” and will “respect” and enhance the surrounding context by 

adopting a low profile which is comparative in scale to existing 

development within the site’s heritage context.  

• The proposed new development respects the rhythm and pattern of 

Grace Street and provides a built form that is in keeping with the 

emerging character of the street, including similar setbacks from the 

frontage, façade heights, fencing etc. 

• By providing a high level of visual amenity and contributing to the 

character of the Maryborough township. 

• The development does not require the demolition or alteration of any 

existing historical built form. 

• By incorporating a sympathetic, yet contemporary design response 

that is distinguishable from the heritage context of the H206 

Maryborough area. 



 

The application offers a considered response to the objectives of the Central 

Goldfields Planning Scheme and is considered consistent with the objectives 

of Clause 02.03-5 and the objectives and decision guidelines of the Heritage 

Overlay.   

5.5 Clause 54 – One Dwelling on a Lot 

An assessment of the proposal against the provisions of Clause 54 of the 

Central Goldfields Planning Scheme is provided at Attachment 1 of this 

submission. In summary, the proposed development complies with all relevant 

objectives and the majority of Standards with the exception of the following: 

A3 – Street Setback 

The subject site features adjoining allotments to the north and south of the site 

that are currently vacant of development.  The standard A3 requires the 

proposal to adopt a distance of 4.0 metres by way of a development context 

which includes:  

… no existing building on either of the abutting allotments facing the 

same street, and the site is not on a corner.  

The application proposes a front setback of 3.0 metres, a variation to the 

standard. 

The proposed dwelling features a minimum front setback of 3.0 metres which 

increases to 3.5 metres at the northern boundary adjacent to the adjoining site 

at 2 Grace Street, a minor variation to the standard.   

The objective associated with Standard A3 to be considered in assessing the 

resulting variation is: 

To ensure that the setbacks of buildings from a street respect the existing 

or preferred neighbourhood character and make efficient use of the site. 

Facilitating an "efficient use of the site" as required by the standard is achieved 

through the design response which provides for development on a parcel of 

land where efficient use is achieved whilst balancing the required character 

outcomes sought in the Mixed Use Zone which include (inter alia): 

To provide for housing at higher densities.  

To encourage development that responds to the existing or preferred 

neighbourhood character of the area. 



 

The proposal provides a considered response to the surrounding context and 

the emerging character along Grace Street, which includes development at 5-

7 Grace Street with similar characteristics including a setback from the street 

approximately 3.0 metres.  

The variation will not be obvious when viewed from the street and will allow 

for landscaping within the setback which will soften the impact of the built form.  

On this basis, it is submitted that the variation is acceptable and meets the 

objective. 

It is submitted that the proposed development’s relatively high level of 

compliance with ResCode illustrates that the design response has 

appropriately responded to the site constraints and surrounding 

neighbourhood character. It also demonstrates that the development will not 

result in any adverse off-site amenity impacts which may affect the future 

enjoyment of abutting properties, once developed.   

Character considerations related to building height, site coverage and site 

permeability are all satisfied by the development. 

The proposal will include a generous secluded private open space area for 

the dwelling on the land in excess of the standard in the form of a backyard. 

The secluded private open space area is accessible directly from common 

living areas while all habitable rooms within the development benefit from 

daylight access, ensuring there is no reliance upon borrowed light.  

The dwelling will have a clearly identifiable front entrance with an articulated 

porch area to provide shelter and a sense of address. The layout of the garage 

and the accessway will facilitate efficient entry and egress from the site and 

will still allow for landscaping across the frontage.  

With regards to onsite amenity of future residents, the proposed dwelling will 

have a comfortable floor plan with internal areas having good access to 

parking, storage and utilities.   

The development minimises offsite amenity impacts such as overshadowing 

and overlooking with boundary setbacks that substantially address 

requirements of the relevant standards.  

5.6 Access and Car Parking 

In accordance with the requirements of Clause 52.06, the proposed 



 

development generates the following statutory car parking requirements: 

Land Use 
Applied Parking Rate 

Parking 

Measure 

Required 

Parking 

Provided 

Parking 

Dwelling 
2 spaces to each three or more-
bedroom dwelling 

1 dwellings 2 spaces 2 spaces 

Total   2 spaces 2 spaces 

 

As the table above demonstrates, car parking for the development is provided 

in accordance with requirements of the Planning Scheme with covered 

parking available the dwelling within a double garage arrangement. 

The proposed development is considered to adequately address the design 

standards at Clause 52.06-8 related to car parking as a result of the following: 

▪ Providing an accessway with a minimum width of 3.0 metres; 

▪ Allowing all vehicles to safely enter and exit the site in an efficient 

manner; 

▪ Providing minimum headroom of 2.4 metres for car parking spaces; 

▪ Providing a garage with car parking dimensions in accordance with 

the table at Clause 52.06-8; and 

▪ Achieving a flat gradient for parking spaces and for accessways. 

5.7 General Provisions  

Clause 65 of the Central Goldfields Planning Scheme requires that before 

deciding on an application or approval of a plan, the Responsible Authority 

must consider a number of matters. An assessment against these provisions 

is provided as follows: 

▪ The proposal is consistent with the matters set out in Section 60 of 

the Planning and Environment Act 1987. 

▪ The proposal is consistent with the Planning Policy Framework, 

including the Municipal Strategic Statement. 

▪ The proposal is consistent with the purpose of the Mixed-Use Zone 

and Heritage Overlay control affecting the land.  

▪ The proposed development respects the orderly planning of the area. 

▪ The proposed development would not have an adverse impact on the 

amenity of the area. 

▪ There is no public land within proximity of the site. 



 

▪ The proposed development would not cause or contribute to land 

degradation, salinity or reduce water quality. 

▪ The proposed development will be connected to underground 

drainage and as such will not have any adverse impact on the quality 

of stormwater within and exiting the site. 

▪ The subject site does not contain any indigenous native vegetation in 

the meaning of the Planning Scheme. 

▪ The proposed development would not contribute to any flood, erosion 

or fire hazard. 

  



 

6.0 Conclusion 

 

The proposal for the construction of a dwelling at 4 Grace Street, Maryborough 

is consistent with the Planning Policy Frameworks and relevant provisions set 

out in the Central Goldfields Planning Scheme. 

The proposed development provides a satisfactory response to Clause 54 

objectives and heritage objectives of the Central Goldfields Planning Scheme. 

The result is that the development will provide a high standard of onsite 

amenity without unreasonably affecting the amenity of the adjoining dwellings. 

We submit that the proposal is worthy of Council support. 

  



 

Attachment 1: Clause 54 Assessment 

CLAUSE STANDARD ASSESSMENT 

54.02 

Neighbourhood 
Character 

A1 

COMPLIES 

The design response is appropriate to the area and the Mixed 
Use Zoning of the site, as outlined in the detailed discussions that 
form part of the attached report. 

54.02-1 

Integration with 
the street 

A2 

COMPLIES 

The proposed dwelling will be orientated to Grace Street.  
Habitable room windows will provide surveillance of the street. 

54.03-1 Street 

Setback 
A3 

VARIATION SOUGHT 

Clause 54.03-1 states if: there is no existing building on either of 
the abutting allotments facing the same street, and the site is not 
on a corner.  

Minimum front setback should be: 6 metres for streets in a Road 
Zone, Category 1, and 4 metres for other streets. 

The application proposes a front setback of 3.0 metres, a 
variation to the standard. 

Please see additional discussions relating to this variation within 
the planning considerations section of this submission. 

54.03-2 Building 
Height  

A4 

COMPLIES 

The proposed dwelling is single storey and features a maximum 
building height that satisfies the standard. 

54.03-3 Site 

Coverage  
A5 

COMPLIES 

Site Coverage is proposed at 53.65 percent.  

54.03-4 

Permeability 
A6 

COMPLIES 

Permeability is proposed in excess of 20.0 percent.   

54.03-5 Energy 
Efficiency 
Protection  

A7 

COMPLIES 

The application responds to the orientation of the site and 
provides common living areas and open space with good solar 
access.   

54.03-6 

Significant trees  
A8 

COMPLIES  

There are no significant trees on the land.  Sufficient space is 
available for landscaping within open space areas. 

54.04-1 Side and 
Rear Setbacks 

A10 

COMPLIES  

The design response includes side and rear setbacks that satisfy 
the Rescode requirements. 

54.04-2 Walls on 
boundaries 

A11 

COMPLIES  

The application includes a boundary (garage) wall to the northern 
boundary which satisfies the standard. 



 

CLAUSE STANDARD ASSESSMENT 

54.04-3 Daylight 
to existing 
windows 

A12 

COMPLIES  

The setback of existing habitable room windows on abutting 

properties will ensure that appropriate light courts are retained. 

54.04-4 North-

facing windows 
A13 

COMPLIES  

There are no north facing habitable room windows within 3m of 
the abutting lot boundaries. 

54.04-5 
Overshadowing 
open space 

A14 

COMPLIES 

Due to the single storey scale and the setback to the southern 
boundary overshadowing of abutting properties will not be 
unreasonable.   

54.04-6 

Overlooking  
A15 

COMPLIES 

Due to the single storey scale and fencing overlooking of abutting 
properties will not occur. 

54.05-1 Daylight 

to new windows  
A16 

COMPLIES 

All new habitable room windows will be orientated towards the 
dwelling’s secluded private open space area or will be provided 
with the appropriate light courts. 

54.05-2 Private 

Open Space 
A17 

COMPLIES 

20 percent of the site area equates to 58.8 square metres.  

A ground level secluded private open space area in excess of 
60.0 square metres is provided with additional open space 
located within the dwelling’s front setback. 

54.05-3 Solar 
Access to Open 
Space 

A18 

COMPLIES 

Secluded private open space areas will receive adequate solar 
access. 

54.06-1 Design 

detail 
A19 

COMPLIES 

The proposed dwelling will have design detailing which features 
well-articulated forms with brick elements together with a hipped 
roof form. Glazing will be incorporated into the front façade.  

54.06-2 Front 

Fences 
A20 

COMPLIES 

No front fencing is proposed. 
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Sole Proprietor

    GOLDFIELD ONEIRIC LAND DEVELOPMENT PTY LTD of 4 MOONDARRA COURT MARYBOROUGH

    VIC 3465

    PS701957X 06/06/2016


ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES

---------------------------------


    Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section

    24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the

    plan set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.


AGREEMENT  Section 173 Planning and Environment Act 1987

    AM723567M 22/04/2016


DIAGRAM LOCATION

----------------

SEE PS701957X FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES


ACTIVITY IN THE LAST 125 DAYS 

-----------------------------


NIL


------------------------END OF REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT------------------------


Additional information: (not part of the Register Search Statement)


Street Address: 4 GRACE STREET MARYBOROUGH VIC 3465


OWNERS CORPORATIONS

-------------------

The land in this folio is affected by

    OWNERS CORPORATION 1 PLAN NO. PS701957X














Department of Environment, Land, Water & 
Planning

Owners Corporation Search Report 
Copyright State of Victoria. No part of this publication may be reproduced except as permitted by the 
Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), to comply with a statutory requirement or pursuant to a written agreement.  The 
information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained from the LANDATA REGD TM System.  None of 
the State of Victoria, its agents or contractors, accepts responsibility for any subsequent publication or 
reproduction of the information. The Victorian Government acknowledges the Traditional Owners of Victoria 
and pays respects to their ongoing connection to their Country, History and Culture. The Victorian 
Government extends this respect to their Elders, past, present and emerging.

Produced: 30/07/2021 09:10:33 AM OWNERS CORPORATION 1

PLAN NO. PS701957X

The land in PS701957X is affected by 1 Owners Corporation(s)

Land Affected by Owners Corporation:
Common Property 1, Lots 1 - 22.

Limitations on Owners Corporation:
Unlimited

Postal Address for Services of Notices:
BPF ENTERPRISES PTY LTD 34A HOPETOUN STREET BENDIGO VIC 3550

AQ255304U 18/09/2017

Owners Corporation Manager:
NIL

Rules:
Model Rules apply unless a matter is provided for in Owners Corporation Rules. See Section 139(3) Owners Corporation Act 2006 

Owners Corporation Rules:
NIL

Additional Owners Corporation Information:
OC030662G 06/06/2016

Notations:
NIL

Entitlement and Liability:
NOTE – Folio References are only provided in a Premium Report.

Land Parcel Entitlement Liability

Common Property 1 0 0

Lot 1 10 10

Lot 2 10 10

Lot 3 10 10

Lot 4 10 10

Lot 5 10 10

Lot 6 10 10

LAND USE VICTORIA, 2 Lonsdale Street Melbourne Victoria 3000
GPO Box 527 Melbourne VIC 3001, DX 250639
ABN 90 719 052 204

Page 1 of 2



Entitlement and Liability:
NOTE – Folio References are only provided in a Premium Report.

Land Parcel Entitlement Liability

Lot 7 10 10

Lot 8 10 10

Lot 9 10 10

Lot 10 10 10

Lot 11 10 10

Lot 12 10 10

Lot 13 10 10

Lot 14 10 10

Lot 15 10 10

Lot 16 10 10

Lot 17 10 10

Lot 18 10 10

Lot 19 10 10

Lot 20 10 10

Lot 21 10 10

Lot 22 10 10

Total 220.00 220.00

From 31 December 2007 every Body Corporate is deemed to be an Owners Corporation. Any reference to a Body Corporate in any Plan,
Instrument or Folio is to be read as a reference to an Owners Corporation. 

Statement End.

Department of Environment, Land, Water & 
Planning

Owners Corporation Search Report
Produced: 30/07/2021 09:10:33 AM OWNERS CORPORATION 1

PLAN NO. PS701957X

LAND USE VICTORIA, 2 Lonsdale Street Melbourne Victoria 3000
GPO Box 527 Melbourne VIC 3001, DX 250639
ABN 90 719 052 204
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